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Abstract:  As there is a rapid expansion in computer usage and its networks the security of computer system has 
become very essential. Everyday there are new kinds of attacks which are faced by the industries. Many algorithms 
are been proposed for the intrusion detection system development using artificial intelligence technique. One such 
algorithm is Self Organizing Map. The aim of intrusion detection system is to identify attacks with a high detection 
rate and low false alarm rate. The neural network which are capable of supervised learning after the characteristics 
of the user behavior are able to identify the abnormalities present, but they have their own disadvantages –they are 
not able to detect new intrusions. Consequently unsupervised learning methods were given a closer look. In the field 
of intrusion detection system the anomaly detection aspects is very important and thus there are many approaches 
that are addressing these security issues. The usage of Self Organizing Map (SOM) along with its different SOM 
algorithm is applied to the problem of host based intrusion detection networks.
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I.INTRODUCTION
Intrusion is a sequence of set of related activity which performs to provide unauthorized access to the useful 

information and the unauthorized file modification which are the cause of harmful activity. Intrusion Detection System (IDS) 
is a system that identifies the attacks on a network and takes the corrective action in preventing them at real time. These are the 
set of techniques that are used in detecting suspicious activity both at network and host level and in hybrid level. Host based 
IDS are used to deploy in an individual host machines and can monitor audit data in a single host. Network based IDS monitors 
the traffic data during the process of sending and receiving the data by the hosts, Hybrid IDS are used in both the cases. There 
are two main approaches to design an IDS. 1) Misuse Based IDS     2) Anomaly Based IDS. In misuse based intrusion detection 
system intrusion are detected by analyzing and looking for the activities that corresponds to known signatures of intrusion or 
vulnerabilities. A major disadvantage of misuse detection IDS is that there is a lag time between a new treat being discovered 
and the signature for detecting that treat being applied to our IDS. During this lag time the IDS won't be able to detect new 
threat. Anomaly based detection is used to identify the activities that may vary from established pattern for user or group[6]. 
The Self-Organizing Map is a neural network model for analyzing and visualizing high dimensional data. It belongs to the 
category of competitive learning network. It defines a mapping from high dimensional input data space onto a regular two-
dimensional array of neurons. The first use of self organizing map in misuse detection was Kohonen self organizing map as 
described by Cannady. In the hybrid neural network the output of a Kohonen map provided input to a conventional feed 
forward neural network and was prototyped to address temporally dispersed and possibly collaborative attacks in a simulated 
data stream. Temporally dispersed attacks are those which are conducted by a single attacker over an extended period of time, 
collaborative attackers are those which in concern to achieve single intrusion. Both these types of attacks are very complex. In 
order to address this, enhanced pattern recognition was designed and was tested to identify series of events that constitute an 
attack[4].     
     
II.SELF  ORGANIZING MAP ARCHITECTURE

The SOM architecture consists of following two levels. The first level is made up of three maps, each map 
summarizes one feature. The first map in the first level is based on the location from where the connection is made from. The 
second map is based on the user account from which the log in connection is made. The final map in the first level is based on 
the connection type. The first level maps provide a concise summary of features in the three input domains with respect to time. 
The second level map is composed from a single network, receiving input from the three preceding layer maps, and is therefore 
responsible for combining results into a unified summary of user activity. Based on this result, network the managers gets into 
the conclusion whether a particular session represents activity that could be considered “abnormal” or not.[2]
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Fig 1:The heirarchial SOM architecture[2]

III.LEARNING PROCESS IN SELF ORGANIZING MAPS
The learning process of SOM is as follows:
1)A sample 'x' is randomly drawn from the input data and its distance to the codebook vectors is computed by using the 
Euclidian distance measure:

where m is the reference code book vectorc 

2)After the Best Matching Unit (BMU) has been found, the codebook vectors are updated. The BMU itself as well as its 
topological neighbors are moved closer to the input vector in the input space i.e. the input vector attracts them. The magnitude of 
the attraction is governed by the learning rate. As the learning proceeds and new input vectors are given to the map, the learning 
rate gradually decreases to zero. Along with the learning rate, the neighborhood radius decreases as well. The update rule for the 
reference vector of unit 'i' according to the rule:

 where i is the neuron, m is the reference vector of n  dimensions a is the learning rate, N is the neighborhood of codebook i c

vectors.

3)Steps 1 and 2 constitute a single training step and they are repeated until the training ends. The number of training steps must 
be fixed before the training of the SOM because the rate of convergence in the neighborhood function and the learning rate are 
calculated accordingly.

After the training is over the map should be ordered topologically. This means that n topologically close input data 
vectors map to n adjacent map neurons or even to the same single neurons. 

A.Mapping precision
The mapping precision measure is used to describe how accurately the neurons respond to the given data set. If the 

reference vector of the BMU calculated for a given testing vector xi is exactly the same xi, the error in precision is then 
0.Generally, the number of data vectors exceeds the number of neurons and the precision error is thus always different from 0. A 
common formula that calculates the precision of the mapping is the average quantization error over the entire data set attack 
signatures.

B.Topology preservation:
The topology preservation measures is used to describe how accurately the SOM preserves the topology of the data set 

under study. In contrast to the mapping precision measure the map structure is also considered. For a strangely twisted map the 
topological error is big even if the mapping precision error is small. A simple formulae for calculating the topological error is:  
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where  u(x ) is 1 if the first and second BMU' of x

IV.SOM ALGORITHMS
The SOM algorithm can be divided into two stages: first is the competitive stage and second is the cooperative stage. In 

the first stage the best matching neuron(BMU) is selected and is named as the 'winner', in the second stage the weights are 
adapted including those of its immediate lattice neighbors, here we only consider the minimum Euclidian distance version.

A. Competitive stage
For each input              select the neuron with smallest Euclidian distance and call it as winner

Through the minimum Euclidian distance rule Voronai tessellation of the input space is obtained, the boundaries of 
which are perpendicular bisector of the lines joining pairs of the weight vectors. In the fig below  w represent the Voronai region i 

of neuron j. We must always keep in mind that the neuron weights are connected by straight lines which indicate which neurons 
are closest to the lattice and they are very important in verifying whether the map is topology preserving or not.

Fig 2: Voronai tessellation

B.Competitive stage:
It is crucial as to the formation of the topologically ordered maps that the neuron weights are modified independently. 

During learning the updation of both the weight vector of the winning neuron and its lattice neighboring takes place thus 
resulting in similar inputs. This is achieved with the neighborhood function which is centered at the winning neuron[1].

V.IMPLEMENT ATION OF SOM TO INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEM
The goal of this architecture is to investigate the effectiveness of an application a neural network SOM at modeling 

user behavioral pattern so they are able to distinguish between normal and abnormal behavior and isolate the system logs that 
are required as sources of information for the networks. These logs are common log data provide the required user activity 
information from where the system is able to derived the following behavioral characteristics which typifies the users on the 
system:

? User activity times- it denotes the time at which the user is normally active.
? User login hosts- it denotes the set of hosts from which a user normally logs in from.
? User foreign hosts- it denotes the set hosts which a user accesses via commands on the system.
? Commands set- it denotes the set of commands which the user normally uses.
? CPU usage- it denotes the typical CPU usages pattern of a user
? Memory usages- it denotes the typical usages of memory for a user.

(x ) are not next to each other, otherwise u(x ) is 0[3].x x
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Fig 3: Structure of Automated User Behavior Anomaly Detection System

The above fig illustrates how a complete system for detection of user behavioral 
anomalies is structured. This coordination process is responsible for the channeling of the 
system information to the neural networks. Each of the behavioral characteristics are both 
modeled by a SOM network. Data which is acquired from the system logs is first required to 
through the input data preprocessor which separates the selected data from audit data. The 
input to the neural network as shown in fig below is the data vector which consists from 
data controlled on the monitored traffic. Before that the input vector processing is required 
to normalize the input data. The input to the neural network is data vector, which consists of 
six properties such as User activity time, User login hosts, User foreign hosts, Command 
set, CPU usage, Memory usage. As there is a large variation of this data it is necessary to 
normalize every input vector by making in the range [-1, 1]. This range comes out from the 
previous application of the neural networks to the system IDS. The normalization is given 
by:

Where nv[i]is the normalized value of feature (i), v[i] is the feature value of i, K is the 
number of features in a vector. The processing that the SOM network provides produces 
results for every user characteristics which is given as input to the SOM network. If the 
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value for the given user exceeds the specified threshold value which is obtained through the 
SOM network thus representing intrusion behavior in the network and raising the alarm. It 
is necessary to note that the basic request for this detection mechanism is that the threshold 
value to be setup to a specific system whereby making it possible to adapt sensitivity to 
computer system[5].

User activity  User login   User   Command  CPU   Memory time hosts foreign hosts    
set  usage  usage

       Fig 4: Form of the designed SOM architecture

VI.ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF SOM
A.Advantages 
• Simple and easy-to-understand algorithm that works .
• Topological clustering.
• Unsupervised learning that works with non linear data set.
• The excellent capability to visualize high dimensional data 1or 2 dimensional        

space makes it unique especially for dimensionality reduction.

B.Disadvantages 
? Time consuming algorithm.
? The no neurons affect the performance of the algorithm.
? Computational time increases as the number of nodes increases.
? One of the major problem in SOM is getting the data right .Here we need to have a 

value for each dimensions for each member of sample to generate a map which is 
not possible always.   

? Every SOM is different and it finds different similarity among different samples so 
that in final product all the similar sample are surrounded to each other however 
these data are not always near to each other.

? SOM are very computational expensive[7].

VII. APPLICA TIONS OF SOM
The SOM algorithm has several application ranging from automatic speech 

recognition, cloud classification etc. The conventional neuron weights yield a model of 
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training set in three ways:
A.Vector quantization

The neuron weight should be optimally quantized to the input space from which 
the samples are drawn. In SOM algorithm when the neighborhoods with zero topology 
are vanished the weights are done according to the Euclidian distance classification and 
attempt to minimize the mean squared error due to the quantization. Luttrell showed 
that the neighborhood function can be considered as a probability density function of 
which the range is chosen to capture the noise process responsible for the distortion of 
the quantizer's output code.

B.Regression
The map that is produce can be considered as a non parametric regression where 

no prior knowledge can be assumed about the nature or the shape of the function can be 
regressed. Kohonen was the first non parametric topological map that converged the 
principal dimensions of the input space.

C.Clustering
The most widely used application of the topological map is clustering ie. 

The partition of the data set into subsets of similar data without using prior knowledge 
about these subsets. An important example is the WEBSOM. Here the SOM is used to 
organize the document collections. Each document is represented as a vector of 
keywords occurrence and the similar data are then grouped into the same cluster. After 
the training the user can zoom into the map to inspect the cluster. The map is fitted with 
manually or automatically with labeled keywords that at each zoom the same density of 
keywords is shown. The WEBSOM has also applied to the visualize the cluster in 
patents based on keywords occurrences in patent abstracts. For high dimensional data 
visualization a special type of topological maps are used called the Emergent Self 
Organizing Map (ESOM).            

 
VIII. SOM AND ITS IMPROVEMENTS

The SOM is an unsupervised learning The SOM is an unsupervised learning 
algorithm which are commonly used to visualize high-dimensional data on 2-D screen. 
Because of the ability of projecting the high-dimensional spaces into the low 
dimensional space, by revealing its underlying structure, SOM is nowadays used for 
anomaly detection, data mining , pattern recognition, vector quantization, image 
analysis, speech recognition, signal processing, medical applications, electronic-circuit 
design, robotics, linguistics and many other applications. The advantage of SOM to 
other types of Artificial Neural Networks is their unsupervised aspect of not depending 
on knowing the input space. In spite of its high popularity, SOM encounters several 
drawbacks, such as being computationally expensive, needing much learning time, 
being memory lavishing, and searching slowly. These disadvantages have motivated the 
development of various improvements, each having its own advantages and 
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disadvantages.
One of the first revisions of the original algorithm was the hierarchical SOM 

(HSOM). HSOM differed from the original SOM algorithm in just one step ie when 
there are more vectors mapped to a map unit after training is defined , these vectors are 
taken to train a new SOM. This helps being faster, because vectors do not have to be 
presented to all existing map units of the whole SOM during training. Being 
hierarchically can be seen as additional feature improves every SOM. Again, a new 
parameter, for determining the threshold of creating a child SOM, has to be defined.

Instead of growing hierarchically, Growing Grid SOM (GGSOM) grows by width and 
heights were now used. This grid is initialized with the size of 2 × 2. After some training 
iterations, two map units are searched: the most important unit and its neighboring least 
important unit. Then a row or column between these units, depending on their 
topological relation, is inserted. In that way, the size of that SOM did not had to be 
predefined, but the map might grow unshapely was another disadvantage for the 
visualization.

The Growing Neural Gas (GNG) can be seen as a generalization of the SOM. In 
the growing cell structure of the GNG, cells are similar to map units. They are created 
or pruned in dependence of their need to the neural net. The known grid neighborhood 
relationship is abolished and a free structure is introduced. This leads to the lack of 
being able to visualize the structure properly. However, the main advantage is that only 
needed map units are kept in memory and are used for computation.

The Scalable Self-Organizing Map (SSOM) improves the original SOM 
whenever the representing vectors are very sparse. Whenever these vectors contain only 
a few non-zero elements, this solution will speed up the updating of weight vectors and 
the computation of distances enormously. The algorithm for this feature is based on the 
original algorithm of Kohonen and delivers the same results.

It was mathematically transformed to ignore zero elements and takes almost 
O(S)time instead of O(S2), where S is the size of the collection. Thus the SOM 
improvements process were looked upon [8].

IX.CONCLUSION
The Self Organizing Map is a extremely powerful mechanism for the automatic 

mathematical characterization of acceptable system. Anomaly detection can be done by 
separately installing different and individual SOM on every network node which has to 
be monitored.  The SOM is a form of unsupervised learning which uses it own 
intelligence to create a map of near or similar data in order to detect any intrusion 
present in the network. SOM uses different forms of colour to differentiate from the 
normal to abnormal situations. For eg: if the nodes are close to each other and are 
represented by gray colour they are similar but if any one of them are black which 
represent dissimilarity and thus are detected. It is neural network method for the 
analysis and visualization of high-dimensional data which maps the nonlinear statistical 
relationships between high dimensional measurement data into simple geometric 
relationships. The mapping roughly preserves the most important topological and metric 
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relationships of the original data elements and inherently clusters the data. Thus the use 
of SOM helps us in detecting the intrusion present in the network and if present raising 
an alarm in order to get into the knowledge of the valid user.        
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